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Abstract

The aim of this work is to increase intelligibility of HMM-based synthetic speech in noisy environments by modifying clean synthetic speech given that noise is known. For that purpose we need a measure for intelligibility of speech in noise that can automatically define the sort of modifications that we need to apply. In previous experiments [1] we have observed that spectrum envelope modifications can have a significant positive impact on the intelligibility of HMM-generated synthetic speech in noise and that the Glimpse proportion measure (GP) [2] is highly correlated with subjective scores under those circumstances.

We have then introduced a method for cepstral coefficient extraction that modifies spectrum envelope based on the GP measure. The GP accounts only for the effect of additive noise, not requiring a reference unmodified speech signal to produce an intelligibility prediction. To control the amount of distortions introduced by the modification we extract cepstral coefficients using an optimization criterion with two terms. The first term accounts for the minimization of the mismatch between natural speech periodogram and magnitude spectrum as modeled by cepstral coefficient, the current criterion used for cepstral coefficient extraction performed at the training stage of the HMM-based speech synthesis framework [3]. The second term accounts for the maximization of an approximated analytical and differentiable version of the GP measure. Using this method we found significant intelligibility gains however not for all tested noise types which indicates that we need a more effective method for controlling distortions [4].
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